Introduction

Forearm consists of two bones; radius and ulna, which along with interosseous membrane and radioulnar joints forms a complex functional entity, responsible for pronation and supination (1). Fracture dislocation of this complex anatomical entity may lead to the significant functional disability (2,3). Whereas incidences of distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ) disruption with isolated radius shaft are commonly reported (Galeazzi fracture), DRUJ injury along with both bones forearm shaft fracture is a rare clinical entity (4). An incidence of 1.35 per 100,000 adults for both bones forearm fractures is reported, with less than 7% of patients accounting for the associated radioulnar joint injury (5).

The DRUJ subluxations are usually dorsal and are commonly missed (4). Further, as reported by Rodriguez-Martin and Pretell-Mazzini, no single imaging can properly rule out the dislocations associated with forearm fractures pre-operatively and thus proper clinical examination both preoperatively and intra-operatively, along with the proper imaging, can help prevent missing of injuries (6). We report a rare case of both bones forearm shaft fracture with ipsilateral DRUJ disruption.

Case Presentation

A 28-year-old male fell on the outstretched hand and suffered left side both bones forearm shaft fracture with ipsilateral DRUJ disruption. Operative intervention in the form of plating was done for both bones forearm shaft fracture and DRUJ was stabilised with one k wire and above elbow plaster splint in full supination was given for 6 weeks. At one-year follow-up, fracture was united and Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand (DASH) score was 11.7, and he was well satisfied.

Conclusion: DRUJ disruption should be carefully evaluated in all the patients with associated shaft fractures of radius and ulna. Timely diagnosis and optimal intervention may prevent any functional limitations.
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both bones forearm fracture, it was found to be unstable, following which temporary stabilisation of DRUJ with 1 k wire in the supinated forearm was done (Figure 2). Post-operatively distal neurovascular status was normal and above elbow, plaster slab was given in full supination for 6 weeks. Single shot of injection cefuroxime was given postoperatively and sterile dressing was done after 48 hours. Suture removal was done after 2 weeks in the outpatient department. Plaster splint was removed after 6 weeks and gentle elbow, wrist and hand mobilisation exercises were started. In due course of time, movements were increased gradually and the patient was followed up till union. At 1 year follow-up, the fracture had completely united (Figure 3) with Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand (DASH) score of 11.7 and elbow range of movements from 0 to 135 degrees and forearm pronation and supination from 0-75 degrees and 0-80 degrees, respectively and the patient was well contented (9).

**Discussion**

The association of diaphyseal forearm bone fractures along with DRUJ injury is a rare instance and occurs as a result of continued axial force when fell on an outstretched hand (10,11). Careful assessment of underlying soft-tissue and neurovascular injury, apart from the exclusion of impending compartment syndrome, is warranted in this regard (1). The gold standard treatment for the adult both bones forearm shaft fractures remains to be compression plating for 2R/2U 2A/B type fractures and bridge plating for 2R/2U 2C type fractures (AO/OTA classification) (1). The anatomical reduction needs to be achieved along with radioulnar joint reduction, to prevent any rotatory disabilities as reported by Matthews et al and Dumont et al in their respective studies (2,3).

DRUJ disruption may occur as an isolated injury or in rare cases may present with fractures radius and ulna (12). The direction of the dislocation is usually dorsal and is determined by the position of the ulna in comparison to the radius on radiographic x-rays (12). Despite adequate imaging and clinical examinations, DRUJ injuries may remain undiagnosed and may lead to the ulnocarpal abutment, radial and ulnar sided pain and forearm functional impairments (4). Further, inadequate reduction leads to the future degenerative diseases and chronic irreducible dislocations (4). While in most of the acute trauma cases, after satisfactory fixation of the
radius and/or ulna fracture, DRUJ gets reduced, in few instances DRUJ needs to be reduced by open technique with/without triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC) repair and temporary stabilisation with plaster or k wires (5,12). Moreover, in most of these acute trauma cases if fracture dislocation is timely intervened, the resultant would be satisfactory long term outcomes (4). However, in cases of missed DRUJ injury or late presentation, first and foremost is to try for closed reduction and if that fails, emergent open reduction of the DRUJ should be done. Further in some cases, where open reduction fails to achieve acceptable reduction, salvage procedures in the form of Darrach’s procedure or late repair of TFCC or Sauve Kapandji procedure needs to be done (5,12).

The current case report describes a rare injury pattern and highlights the importance of sticking to standard protocols of fracture fixation and early diagnosis of DRUJ disruption to manage these complex injuries.

**Clinical Message**
DRUJ injury may be easily missed when associated with both bones forearm fracture due to its rare occurrence. Further, DRUJ ballottement test should be done after fixation of forearm fractures, as delayed diagnosis leads to significant morbidity with patients less likely to achieve satisfactory functional rotatory range of movement, joint congruency and stability.

**Conclusion**
Early diagnosis and optimal reduction of DRUJ associated with forearm shaft fractures help in achieving excellent results.
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